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Wibu-Systems brings first offline license transfer to market

Hannover Messe 2016: Get ready to move and borrow your
licenses with two new license types from Wibu-Systems
Karlsruhe, Germany – At this year’s Hannover Messe, Wibu-Systems
is presenting two new license types at its booth D05 in hall 8. Users
will now have the ability to move and borrow licenses in a flexible and
secure way, experiencing a new level of convenience. Both
manufacturers and users will benefit from the new licensing feature:
Manufacturers can define the terms of the lending process and let their
protected software be moved, while making sure their settings are
maintained. Users can comfortably borrow the licenses of the protected
software according to their needs and transfer them even without
Internet connection.

In the past, borrowing licenses often required a compromise between
security and convenience. Wibu-Systems is the first vendor worldwide
to merge the two aspects and go even beyond this old paradigm by
offering license transfer offline, essentially without a connection
between the license server and the client.

For an easy handling of both license types, Wibu-Systems has also
introduced the "Universal Firm Code", which allows full compatibility of
licenses regardless of their storage medium; licenses stored in a
hardware repository (CmDongle), in a soft container (CmActLicense),
on a LAN server, in a WAN, or in the cloud are all interfaceable. Such
compatibility

was

made

possible

by

Wibu-System

without

compromising security – again, another unique trait of the leading
protection, licensing, and security expert.

Additionally, the Universal Firm Code provides a higher level of security
through a proprietary encryption method for licenses and a more
flexible management of the permissions, based on the use of
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certificates. Moreover, licenses are reduced in size, thus taking up less
storage space. This final advantage is particularly relevant in the
industrial field, where every byte counts.
CodeMeter μEmbedded and CodeMeter Embedded complete the
CodeMeter family and meet the requirements of compact runtime
environments for very small devices, like PLCs, mobile units, and
microcontrollers.
Oliver Winzenried, CEO and founder of Wibu-Systems, explains: “With
the new transferable license types, we have reached an important
milestone: Convenience and security go hand in hand now. As we are
the first ever to develop and commercialize such a revolutionary
concept, we expect significant demand from the market. Just imagine
a construction site, which obviously comes with no Internet connection
to the server of the building company. The benefits are evident: The
company can reserve one license of a protected software from its
license pool for a specific employee, transfer it offline, and still stay in
accordance with its own policy.”

Image: Wibu-Systems introduces offline license transfer.
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More than 25 years of Perfection in Protection, Licensing and Security

WIBU-SYSTEMS AG (WIBU®), a privately held company founded by Oliver Winzenried and
Marcellus Buchheit in 1989, is an innovative security technology leader in the global software
licensing market.
Wibu-Systems’ comprehensive and award winning solutions offer unique and internationally
patented processes for protection, licensing and security of digital assets and know-how to
software publishers and industrial manufacturers who distribute their applications through PC-,
embedded-, mobile- and cloud-based models.
Media graphic resources available at: http://www.wibu.com/photo-gallery.html
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